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SLA - Slovenian Linguistic Atlas 
� the project has been 

designed by F. Ramovš 
before the 2nd world 
war, but after that it has 
been redesigned several 
times 

� SLA includes 413  
 net-points: 

� 337 in Slovenia 
� 28 in Italy 
� 39 in Austria 
� 2 in Hungary 
� 7 in Croatia 



SLA 
� the history of the project is presented 

in The guidebook to Dialectal material 
for SLA by F. Benedik (1991) 
 

� F. Ramovš thought about the atlas as a 
geographicaly edited dictionary of 
dialectal words, which could be used 
in researches of language history as 
well as in sociolinguistic studies and 
in the studies of dialectal basis of the 
standard vocabulary 
 

� the questionary contains 870 
questions with many subquestions - 
there are almost 3000 questions all 
together.  



Questionnaire for the SLA 

� 665 lexical questions with many subquestions  
    (together 1451)  
� 16 meaning-fields 
� the "questions" are literary words for which we want 

to get dialectal synonyms  
� 170 grammatical questions (together 1547)  

 
    2998 all together 







Archive of the SLA 
� notebook catalogue, 

arranged upon numbers of 
the net-points, contains 
about 600 notebooks, in 
which the local speaches 
of every 413 netpoints are 
noted down 
 

� in the last 2 years we've 
collected dialectal 
material for about 40 net-
points, that haven't been 
recorded yet and for this 
net-points we've built a 
phonoteque with audio-
material computer-
library of recorded sound 



� all notebooks have already been digitalised/scanned and safe kept on the server, 
where every directory is named with the number of the net-point and the name of the 
village 
� if there are more than one record for one net-point, every record is marked with the 
year of the recording and its author 
� every scanned side of the note-book is named with the first and the last question on 
the side 



� our leaflet-catalogue, which contain almost 900 000 of leaflets, is edited 
by question-numbers from 1 to 870 



� the leaflet-catalogue has also been scanned and thus digitalised and safely 
kept on the server 

� the folders are named with the numbers of the  questions  
� the .jpg files are named both with the number of the questin and the number 

of the net-point 
� every researcher can thus reach the material from his/her computer 
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The structure of the informants for SLA 

� very classical: 
� most of them where farmers, tradesmen, teachers, houskeepers etc.,  
� mostly born in the first half of the 20th century and thus grown up in a 

traditional Slovenian rural environment 



The collected material has been the base for the first hand-drawn linguistic maps, prepared 
already in the 60s - this one shows the names for garlic in Slovenian dialects. 



Vera Smole: SLA V299 ‘kozolec’ 

In the 80s the first maps with isoglosses have been published - one of them presents the 
words and word-formation morphems in the lexems for the notion drying-frame/hay-rack. 



Tjaša Jakop, Dual in Slovenian Dialects 

At the end of the 20th century some of the colleagues have prepared some maps with computer  
tools and programmes - this one has been drawn with CorelDraw and presents morphological level of  
the language, that is the morphems for dual in thematic and athematic verbs (like delati -dati). 



Jožica Škofic, 2000 

In 2000 the first linguistic (lexical) maps, which used GIS, have been prepared - this one presents the 
words for nail in Slovenian dialects. 



The GIS enabled development of preparing and presenting linguistic maps with computer tools - 
thus we georeferenced all net-points and then presented words for one of the notions (the market) 
in the first interactive map, which can be reached also on the internet.  



http://bos.zrc-sazu.si/c/Dial/Ponovne_SLA/P/index.html 

linguistic maps different commentaries 

questionnaire 

net-points 

basic map 

both arranged by the names of the authors and by questions (alphabetically and numerically) 



SLA 1 

| meaning-fields in the questionnaire for SLA:  
y body  
y clothes,  
y house,  
y village,  
y holidays,  
y tools,  
y animals,  
y plants,                the 1st volume of the SLA (2011) 
y mountain pasture,  
y diseasaes,  
y time,  
y landscape, 
y family,  
y numbers,  
y other,  
y grammatical questions (fonology and morphology) 



Preparing lexical-maps in SLA 1: 

� transcription of the material from leaflet and notebook 
catalogue into the data-base SlovarRed, which has been 
designed especially for this project (with the font ZRCola, 
which enables exact phonetical transcription) 
� supplementation of the material in not yet recorded net-points and 

formating phonoteque 
 

� equipping the data-base with scans from digitalised archive 
� morphonological analyses of the dialectal lexems 
� preparing a legend (in the same way as we know it from OLA) 
� commenting the material in an unified structured commentary 
� cartographing 













Geolinguistcs 

� it is not only a method, which presents language data 
on the maps, but it's also its interpretation  
� when lexics is in question, one must abstract phonological 

and morphological characterictics of the words 
� publishing of the index of the dialectal material, written in 

nacional phonetical transcription, is thus also very 
important 
 

 G:\Dokumenti2011\Lizbona2011\Clanek\Iz_SLA\Indeksi.doc 



Commentary in the SLA 
� material 
� morphonological analysis 
� cartography 
� references to other linguistic maps and atlases (SLA, 

OLA, ALE, ALI, ASLEF, HJA) 
� special literature (ethnological, historical, bothanical, 

medical ...)  
 

 G:\Dokumenti2011\Lizbona2011\Clanek\Iz_SLA\Komentarji.doc 



Plans ... 
� preparing real interactive linguistic maps, from which one could 

reach all the data of the local speach (the non-linguistic facts of the 
village, the data of researcher and informants, linguistic and other 
bibliography of the net-point, sound-recordings and pictures, 
phonetical transcription of the texts, phonological description of the 
local speach), 
 

� defining the areas of the local speaches, which would also enable 
dialectometrical analises (see the next slide), 
 

� etc. 
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Mapping and analysing the local speeches areas for Slovenian Linguistic Atlas 
(T. Podobnikar, M. Horvat, J. Škofic.) 

 The aim of the study has been a detailed 
determination of the local speeches areas 
which are parts of the Slovenian Linguistic 
Atlas. One of the goals of this subproject was 
to analyse the impact areas and to 
geographically allocate the local speeches 
for a more precise determination of the 
isoglosses. This would consequently enable a 
better understanding of the nature of a 
particular speech. Various evidences that 
influenced formation of the particular speech 
have been analysed with the geographic 
information system (GIS). The evidences 
were intra- and extra-linguistic indicators, i.e. 
geographic and historic. The allocation of the 
speeches has been generated through the 
innovative variables, which describe potential 
delimitations considering geographic criteria 
with help of the database of settlements in 
Slovenia. 



Hvala za pozornost! 

Thank you for your attention! 


